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Liverpool bury London clubs' dreams in style 
Liverpool 5 West Ham United 1  
A second half avalanche of goals from Liverpool buried the hopes of two London 
clubs at Anfield last night. While West Ham United were lost without trace to the 
second division, Arsenal seemed destined to fail in their attempt to conquer the 
first division.  
The margin of victory, which few would have had hazarded a guess at at half-time, 
means that Arsenal must beat Liverpool by two goals at Anfield on Friday if they 
are to bring the championship back to Highbury for the first time in 18 years. 
More realistically, Liverpool are within touching distance of their second double in 
three years.  
While it may look a formality now for Liverpool, for 45 minutes last night it looked 
anything but. West Ham offered a performance which made a mockery of their 
pitiful League position. Playing with the composure and confidence that have 
suddenly returned to their game of late and too late they set Liverpool numerous 
problems.  
West Ham had given their opponents due warning, if Liverpool needed it, that 
they were prepared to put up the fight of their lives. As early as the thirteenth 
minute, Ince headed fractionally wide of the target after a wayward clearance by 
Grobbelaar saw him scurrying to retrieve his goalmouth position.  
Liverpool had begun in a most lackadaisical manner and when Rosenior equalized 
Aldridge's opening goal before the half-hour, their uneasiness bordered on panic. 
For an unwitting observer it would have been difficult to say who were playing for 
the title and who were playing for their first division lives.  
There was no hint of anxiety on the part of West Ham even after Liverpool took 
the lead in the nineteenth minute. It was then that Barnes chose to take a hand in 
the proceedings, tempting Parris to commit himself before whipping over a cross 
which Aldridge converted for his 29th goal of the season.  
West Ham's equalizer was even sweeter. At least 10 passes were laced together 
without interruption from Liverpool before Ward crossed behind the retreating 
defence for Rosenior to head his fifteenth goal of the season. Hope then must 
have been high of achieving the victory which would preserve their first division 
identity at Aston Villa's expense.  
One of the chief criticisms levelled at John Lyall has been over the players he has 
signed this season. It was, therefore, with cruel irony that the club's relegation 
was sealed by a player he chose not to sign.  
Since being given a free transfer by Lyall, Houghton has emerged as one of the 
outstanding midfield players in Britain today. The two goals with which he pierced 
West Ham in the second half might just as easily have passed through Lyall's 
heart.  
In a desperate effort to redress the balance, Lyall sent on McAvennie in the 69th 
minute for Brady after first lifting Slater's number. West Ham were broken and 
embittered and while feuding broke out all around the pitch, Liverpool, 
rediscovering a sense of urgency, drove relentlessly forward in search of the 
three-goal margin which might break Arsenal's back. Inevitably, Rush, the two-
goal darling of last Saturday's FA Cup final, provided it with a solo effort in the 
85th minute. Barnes scored an inconsequential fifth four minutes later.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Ablett, B Venison, S Nicol, R Whelan, A Hansen (sub: 
D Burrows), R Houghton, J Aldridge (sub: P Beardsley), I Rush, J Barnes, S 
McMahon.  
WEST HAM UNITED: A McKnight; G Parris, J Dicks, A Gale, A Martin, A Dickens, M 
Ward, S Slater, L Rosenior, L Brady (sub: F McAvennie), P Ince (sub: K Keen).  
Referee: S J Lodge.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


